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    Public File

Monday: The issue on this program was a Women’s Ministry Conference in  Middletown being 
hosted by Shiloh Christian Church. The guest was Donna Shambach, daughter of a well-known 
evangelist. She described how she will be teaching women to reach others. The host was 
Anissa Porticelli.

Tuesday: The issue on this program was a description of the ministry known as “Fellowship of 
Christian Athletes. FCA seeks to build up the young men for the things of God by appealing to 
their natural interest in sports. The organization ministers both to those who are seekers as 
well as the already committed believer. Regional representative Ed Trask spoke to host Steve 
Tuzeneu.

Wednesday & Thursday: The issue on this program was the belief among parents that early 
exposure to some foods can cause food allergies in babies who are not even yet six months. 
Mother & author Meenal Lele of Rahway, New Jersey found few answers at the doctor’s office 
for her first son and did extensive research in learning how to help him. The host was Paul 
Kretschmer.

Friday: The issue on this program was the appointment of a person of color to head the state 
office of the public defender. Ta-Shun Lewis was named to that position recently, and excerpts 
of the news briefing of her swearing in and reaction to the appointment were shared. Paul 
Kretschmer was the host.

Saturday: The issue on this program was the testimony of the guest speaker at a recent Faith 
Life Conference at a church in New Milford, CT. Retired baseball player Darryl Strawberry 
offered his personal testimony, excerpts of which were aired on this broadcast. The host was 
Gerry Williams.


